Abstract-In analyzing large-scale systems, it is often desirable to treat the overall system as a collection ofinterconnected subsystems. Solution properties of the large-scale system ere then deduced from the solution properties of the individual subsystems and the nature of the system interconnections. In this paper we develop an analysis framework for discretetime large-scale dynamical systems based on wcior dissipativify notions. Specifically, using vector storage functions and vector supply rates, dissipativity properties of the discretetime composite large-scale system are shown to he determined from the dissipativity properties of the subsystems and their interconnections.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modem complex dynamical systems are hi hly interconnected and mutuallv interdependent, both paysically and through a multitudi of information and communication network constraints. The sheer size (i.e., dimensionality) and complexity of these lar e scale dynamical systems often necessitates a hierarchicaf decentralized architecture for analyzing and controlling these systems. Specifically, in the analysis and control-system design of complex large-scale dynamical systems it is often desirable to treat the overall system as a collection of interconnected subsystems. The behavior of the a gregate or composite (i.e., large-scale) system can then 6e predicted from the behaviors of the individual subsystems and their interconnections. The need for decentralized analysis and control desi n of large-scale svstems is a direct conseouence of the nfvsical size and . ., ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ /omplexity of the dynamich model. In particular, computationnl complexity may be too large for model analysis while severe constraints on communication links between system sensors, actuators, and processors may render centralized control architectures impractical. An approach to analyzing large-scale dynamical systems was introduced by the pioneering work of Sib& [I] and involves the notion of connective stabiliq. In particular, the large-scale dynamical system is decomposed into a collection of subsystems with local dynamics and uncertain interactions. Then, each subsystem is considered independent1 so that the stability of each subsystem is combined w i x the interconnection constraints to obtain a vector L apunov function for the composite large-scale dynamica? system for the overall system. %tor Lya unov functions werexrst introduced by Bellman Since most physical processes evolve naturally in continuous-time, it is not surprising that the bulk of I e scale dynamical system theory has been developedyo; continuous-time systems. Nevertheless, it is the ovenvhelming trend to implement controllers digitally. Hence, in this a er we extend the notions of dissipativity theory 115 , previously considered in the literature. In particular, we mtroduce a generalized definition of dissipahvity for largescale nonlinear discrete-time dynamical systems in terms of a vector inequalig involving a vector supplj rate, a vector storage function, and a nonne ative, semistable dissipation matnx. Generalized notions ofvector available storage and vector required supply are also defined and shown to be element-by-element ordered, nonnegative, and fimte. On the subsystem level, the proposed a proach rovides a discrete energy flow balance in terms of J e storefsubsystem energy, the sup lied subsystem energy, the subsystem ener gained from a5 other subsystems independent of the sssystem cou ling stren s and the subsystem energy dissi ated
Furtkermore, e I'arge-scale discrete-time dynamicay sys: tems decomposed into interconnected subsystems, dissipativity of the composite system is shown to be determined from the dissipativity roperties of the individual subsystems and the nature o&he interconnections.
fl! to develop vector dissipativi nohons for large-sca r' e nonknear discrete-time dynamica P systems; a nohon not 11. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES several definitions, and some key results needed for an3yzing discrete-time large-scale nonlinear dynamical systems. Let W denote the set of real numbers, Z+ denote the set of nonnegative integers, W" denote the set of n x 1 column vectors, S" denote the set of n x n symmetric matrices, W" respectively, P") denote the the set of n x n nonnegatlve {respectively, ositive definite matrices, (.)T denote trans ose, and let 
(2) Next, we present a stability result for discrete-time largescale nonlinear dynamical systems using vector Lyapunov functions. In particular, we consider discrete-time nonlinear dynamical systems of the form
where 
where w : a ! -+ Wq is a class W function such that w(0) = 0. Then the stability properties of the zero solution r(k) 0 For the discrete-time nonliiek d+amical system E we assume that the required properties for the existence and uni ueness of solutions are satisfied; that is, U(.) satisfies sufl?cient regularity conditions such that (6) has a unique solution forward in time. Note that since all input-output pairs U E U, y E y , of the discrete-time nonlinear dynamical system p are defined on Z+, the supply rate [I51 satisfying s(0,O) = 0 is locally summable for all input-oupnt pairs sabsfying (6), (7) ; that is, for all inputou ut pairs U E U , y E 7 satisfying (6), (7) , s(., .) satisfies 
VECTOR DISSIPATIVITY THEORY FOR DISCRETE-TIME LARGE-SCALE NONLINEAR DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
In this section we extend the notion ,of dissipative dynamical systems to develop the generalized notion of vector dissipativity for discrete-time large-scale nonlinear dynamical systems. We begin by considering discrete-time nonlinear dynamical systems B of the form The following theorem provides sufficient conditions guaranteeing that all scalar storage functions defined in terms of vector storage functions; that is, t~.(z) = pTVB(z), of a given vector dissipative discrete-time large-scale nonlinear dynamical system are positive definite. Theorem 3.3: Consider the discrete-time large-scale nonlinear dynamical system G iven by (9), (10) and assume that G is zero-state observa%le. Furthermore, assume that E is vector dissipative (respectively, geometrically vector dissipative) with respect to the vector supply rate S(u, y) and there exist a 2 1 and p E W : such that (2) holds. In pTV,(z), 2 E D.
. . 
ko-
is a vector storage function for G. Next 
where s ( u , y ) = pTS(u,y) and z ( k K, is the solution to (9) with x(-K 0 and z)k9, = z i , I t follows from (24) that the required Gpply of a discrete-time largescale nonlinear dynamical system is the minimum amount k > of generalized energy which can be delivered to the discretetime large-scale system in order to transfer it from an initial state z ( -K ) = 0 to a given state z(ku) = zU. Using the same arguments as in case of the vector required supply, it follows that v,(O) = 0 and vr(z) < 03, x E D.
Next, using the notion of required supply, we show that all storage functions of the form v,(z) = pTV.(z), where p E @+, p # 0, are bounded from above by the required suppl and bounded from below by the available storage. l&nce, a dissipative discrete-time large-scale nonlinear dynamical s stem can only deliver to its surroundings a fraction of a 8 of its stored subsystem ener ies and can only store a fraction of the work done to all ofits subsystems.
Corolluy 3.1:. Consider the discrete-time lar e-scale nonlinear ynamical system B given by (9) with U given by (30), is asymptotically stabre. E As can be seen from the above discussion, using an energy feedback control architecture and ex biting the comparison system within the control design For discretetime large-scale nonlinear dynamical systems can si if icantly reduce the dimensionality of a control syntl% problem in terms of a number of states that need to be stabilized. It, should, be noted however that for stability analysis of discrete-time large-scale dynamical systems the comparison system need not be linear as implied b (28) A discrete-time nonlinear comparison system w o h stili guarantee stability of a discrete-time lar e scale dynamical system provided that the conditions oPTheorem 2.1 are satisfied. For further details see [22] . IV. CONCLUSION In this paper we have extended the notion of dissbativity theory to vector dissipativity theory. S ecfcally, usmg vector storage functions and vector su $y rates, dissipativity properties of aggregate lar-sca!e c!iscrete-time dynamical systems are shown to be etermined from the dissipativity prope,pies of the jndividual, subsystems and the nature of their interconnections. Detailed proofs of the results in this aper are iven in 221. In addition, [22] develops extended f;alman-$akubovic6-PoDov conditions. in terms of the local subsystem dynamics and the interconnection constraints, for charactenzing vector dissipativeness via vector storage functions for large-scale discrete-time dynamical systems. K(z(k+ 1)) 55 WK(z(k)) + S(u(k),y(k)), k 2 ku, U E U. (27) Furthermore, using ,the concepp of vector dissipativity and vector storage functions as candidate vector Lyapunov functions, feedback interconnection stab+ results of lar e developed inJ221. Genefal sta,iIity cnteria are given for Lyapunov an asymptotic stability of feedback interconnections of large-scale discrete-time dynamical systems. In the case of vector uadratic supply rates involving net subsystem powers an! input-output subs stem energies, these results provide a positivity and sm& gain theorem for large-scale discrete-time systems predicated on vector Lyapunov functions.
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